Wednesday, June 10

- 6:00 am Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Mary Shelley/I Am Harry Houdini
  - Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Collection
- 6:30 am Peg + Cat: The Friday the 13th Problem/The Looking Glass Problem
  - Peg + Cat Collection
- 7:00 am Cyberchase: A Clean Sweep
  - Cyberchase Collection
- 7:30 am Molly of Denali: Rocky Rescue/Canoe Journey
  - Molly of Denali Collection
- 8:00 am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: Daniel and Margaret Play School/Treasure Hunt at the Castle
  - Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Collection
- 8:30 am Daniel Tiger’s Neighborhood: Duckling Goes Home/Daniel Feels Left Out
  - Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood Collection
- 9:00 am Sesame Street: Cookie Monster's Museum Mystery
  - Sesame Street Collection
- 9:30 am Esme & Roy: Hugo, We Have a Problem/A New Chapter
  - Arthur | Social and Emotional Skills Collection
- 10:00 am Magical Land of Oz: Human
  - Magical Land of Oz - episode clips
  - NOVA Australia’s First Four Billion Years | Megafauna in Ice Age Australia
- 11:00 pm Life From Above: Changing Planet
  - Life From Above: Changing Planet – full episode
  - Adapting to Change | Life From Above – Video, Activities, Background Reading, Handouts
- 12:00 pm NOVA Rise of the Mammals
  - NOVA Rise of the Mammals - Full Program
  - NOVA Article: Poorly Timed Asteroid Was the Worst For Dinosaurs, the Best For Us
- 1:00 pm Odd Squad: It Takes Goo To Make A Feud Go Right/Friends of Odd Squad
  - Odd Squad Collection
- 1:30 pm Molly of Denali: Sukis Bone/Brand New Flag
  - Molly of Denali Collection
- 2:30 pm Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum: I Am Mark Twain/I Am Abigail Adams
  - Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum Collection
- 3:00 pm Wild Kratts: Stars of the Tides
  - Wild Kratts Collection
- 3:00 pm Civilizations: Paradise On Earth
  - Civilizations: Paradise on Earth - episode clips
  - How ART Saved Yellowstone | Painting the Falls of Yellowstone – Video, Activities, Handouts
- 4:00 pm Chasing The Moon: American Experience
  - Chasing The Moon – video clips
  - Sputnik’s Launch Begins the Space Race | Chasing the Moon – Video, Teaching Tips, Vocabulary, Background Reading